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Promote the Blueprint

Approaches to promote the Blueprint in priority order
Significant effort should be devoted to both of these approaches with a slight preference toward the first approach
- Organization-specific meetings with trainings and discussions in small groups
- Presentations at conferences and partnership meetings

Facilitate specific conservation actions

Actions to facilitate in priority order
Significant effort should be devoted to all these actions with a slight preference toward actions higher in priority order
- Cross-agency conservation actions (e.g., joint fire strike teams)
- Bring new conservation funds to the region from national funding sources
- Facilitate Blueprint actions by urban communities
- Incorporate Blueprint into organizational policy
- Incorporate Blueprint in scoring for major grants programs (e.g., NAWCA, NRCS)

Improve the science supporting the Blueprint

Focus areas for improving the science
Significant effort should be devoted to all of these areas
- Improve models for current indicators and revisit a small set of indicators removed due to insufficient data
- Complete a small update of the Blueprint (version 2.1) using improved indicator models but similar methods to Blueprint 2.0
- As part of the Southeast Conservation Adaptation Strategy (SECAS), work with surrounding LCCs to improve integration between the South Atlantic Blueprint and the equivalent “Blueprints” coming from neighboring LCCs